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A model in whiAch nonprice rationing has tw effects on the number of

MORE ON THE DEMAND FOR MEDICAL EDUCATION
WITH SPECIAL ATTENTION TO THE EFFECTS OF

NONPRICE RATIONING.

ABSTRACT

medical school applicants in the U.S. is specifi d ind estimated for-the

1951 - 76 period. The results indicate hat To dacceptance.rates discourage

many potential applicants and that a fa rly lar and constant percentage

'of rejected applicants can be expected to reapp Four previous Oplicant

'studies are examined in the light of these'find ngs. The results also indicate

that the rapid growth rates ot applicants in r ent years can largely be

attributed to three factors: growth in women pplicants, increases tn

resident salaries and induced increases in re at applicants. Medical school

tuition0.1oan availability and the attraCtive ese of science careers do not .

.appear to have been imOortant determinant's 07 applicadts over the sample period.-
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There have been four previous-econometric *dies of tbe demand for -

medical education: Sloan (1968, )971), Esposit(01968), Leffler (1977)

and Feldman and Scheffler (1978). The research reported on here bringt the

number to five. Interest in the subjectpas evo1Ad in part from two concerns

which have led to extensive government involvement in medical education:

perceived, if not actual, physician shortages-and the underreprdsentation of
I.

minorities and women :in the physician population. These studies have also

been motivated by a more general interest in demand for higher education.

Data on medical school applicants are of goad quality and medical education
. .

has be n a fairly homogeneous"commodity"-over time relatike ti) other types

%
of educ tion. The assumption is that inferences about the effepts of tuit4on,

loan and Scholarship aiailabiiity, and incomes of graduates on demand for

highei4 edution can be made from studying how these same variables affect

the demand for medical education.

Our interest in the demand for medical education is mostly due tO a well

known characteristic of the medical school admissions procedure: many

students who apply are not.accepted at.any school. In fact, only thirty-six

percent of all applicants for entNnce.to 11.9v. medical schools in 19764Sere

admitted:* In economic terminoiogy4 the "market" for medical education is .

characteriod by extensive nonprice rationing. Our imesults indicate that

this rationing has two subsIantial-effects.on the demand for medical education.

4

PS-

* AssOcfation of American Medical Colleges (1976). Throughout dates refth"

to academic years unless otherwis noted. Hence applicants for 1976 'are et

those hoping to !liatrtculate in the fall of 1975.



'First, many potential applicants are discouraged by rationing'. Application

normally requires extensive premedical study and the possibilityrthat the

investment in premedical study will not payoff makes it less attnictive."

This effect has been recognized in the four previous studies although oply

Feldman and Scheffler make a serious attempt at estimating its magnitude

Second, a large number of applicnts each year are applicants who have

applied eviously. Of all applicants for entrance in 1976, 23 percent

"tad applied previously. We find that a model in which a constant proportion

of rejected applicants reapr;ly..the following year fits the daia very well,

while-ignoring the existence of repeaters -- as has been done in the previous.

studies -- seriously affects results. Our results shoulci interest those \

studying demand in other rationeq markets, Where comparable effects mayr

.(1observed.

In Section 1 we peesent the applicant data and discuss features of the

data that are relevant in constructing our empirical model. The model is

specified in Section 2 and results are discussed inSection, 3. In Section 4

- the previous studies are reconsidered. Remarks about future research (in

medical school applicants conclude the paper.

s C

* To complete a typical set of course requirements would require approximately

two years of full-time undergraduate study. While an &dergraduate pre-

medical major is not required, a large number of courses in biolday,.chemistry,

and other sciences are usually specified. In additionjimost schools require
1

completion of a bachelor's degree. See Stapleton (1978, p: 31) far further

details.
1
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)1. The AppliCant Data

.

The Association of American Medical Colleges (A.N.M.C.) has gathered and

published annual data on applicants to 14. S. medical schooT;sinCe 1927 except

for the years 1944 through 1947. bata from individual sChools are ci4pared

to eliminate double counting of applicants who apply to more than one school.

Since 1951'the data have been published by sex. Since 1974-1he A.A.M.C. has

distinguished betwen first-time and repeat.applicants; this distinction

was alsb made in the period,frbm 1952 to 1961.

"lo

We have chosen not to use the applicant data prior to 1951 both because

data by sex are not available and because other data to be used in our model

are not available.. Applicant data for 1951 and later years are presented

in the first four columns of Table 1. In the 14 years from 1954 to 1968

the number of app146ntt increased by only 32 percent while in the following

seven years, to 1975, the number increased by 124 percent.

Two sources of growth in the later period will be considered in the model

Of the next section: increases in the number of male college,graduates and

in the attractiveness of becoming a physician. A third source which will

not be considered is the larger rate of growth.for ferpale applicants.

Throughotit the 1950's fewer than seven percent of applicants were women.

,As late as 1969 this percentage was only 9.7. From that year on it grew

rapidly, reaching 22.6 percent by 1976. While factors leading to growth in

the number of male applicants in the 1970's undoubtedly affected the number

Df female aptilicants as well, it i5 unlikely that they can fu.11y aecOunt for

thP growth in the latter series. This growth may in lake part.be due to a



TABLE 1
,

iedical.School Applicants by Sex,
First-time and Repent, 1951 to 1975

.010

Applicants
First-time

' Applicants* Repeat Applicants*

Men
f

Women Men WomanYear Men Women

1951 20,386 1,173 n.a. n.a . n.a. n.a.

1952 18,245 1,040 12,513 783 5,732 257

1953 15,207 964 10,264 691 4,943 272

1954
1955

12,931
13,139

908
841

9,709

10,656
721
681

3,222
2,483

187
160

1956 13,301 939 10,631 789 2,670 150

1957 14,289 1,028 11,323 826 2;966 202

1958 14,290 920 11,470 745 2,820 175

1959 13,740 888 10,999 719 2,741 169

1960 13,504 974 10,764 805 2,735 169

1961 13,020 989 10,467 831 2,553- 158

1962 12,930 1,126

1963 14,340 1,149
1964 15,914 1,356
1965 17,095 1,677
1966 16,661 1,614 .

1967 16,206 1,605 n.a. n.a. na
1968 16,365 1,859
1969 18,584 1,990
1970 21,712 2,180

1971 21,690 2,5950,

1972 24,551 3,548

1973 29,584 5,226
1974 32,060 6,913 24,134 5,670 7;926 1,243

1975 32,40- 8,364 23,387 6,546 9,053 , ,1,818

1976 31,658 9,265 22,791 7,231 8,867 2,034

Source: Associatiom of American Medical Colleges (1951-76).

The decomposition by sex for 1956-58 was estimated by assuming

that the proportion of repeaters who were male was the same as

the average proportion for 1959-61 (.94).

(
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breaking down of barriers to entry into medicine for women (either real or

per.ceived).* Since it proved iMpossible to nstruct a meaningful empirical

model to capture this change, the models pres nted below are fitted to data

for men only. .

'\ In ecIf of the 13 years for which repeat applicant data-are available,
A

repeaters account for at least 19 percent of all applicants. The maximum

percentage is 31 (in 1952) and a good deal of variation in the numbe'of

applicants is,evidently-due to variation in the number of,repeaters. We con-

centrate out attention on determinants of.the number of firp-time appl nts

rather than thetotal number. In part this is because the number of first-

time applicants may be more relvant for policy purposes; thepost important

reason, however, is a practical one. The decision to reapply is fundamentally

different than the original decision to apply since it is conditional on the

original decision. It is likely that much of the premedical investment is a

"sunk cost" when the decision to reapply is made. Therefore the number of j

repeaters is Orobably determined by different factors than the number of first-

timers. Ideally separate models would be built for first-timers and repeaters,

but since only total applicant data are available in many years,' the two must

* Factoii which may.account.for growth in women applicants are: 1) changes
4.

in medical school recruitment policies, in part due to federal affirmative

action programs and legal actions against individual schools; 2) special
444,

loan and scholarship programs for women;. 3) increased encouragement of

women at the premediC'al level; and 4) changee&aspirations of women in

general. Discussion of recruitment programs can be found in recent A.A.M.C.

4 Applicant Studies. Walsh (1977, p. 268) discusses legal action against

scfiodls and the effectsof affirmative action requirements.
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be combined. .8ecause of 1imited.degrees of freedom a very simple model for

repeaters is hypothesized and the first-time model is develdped in more detail.

Econometric Model

Since the model is to be estimated for males only, all references to

applicants in .this section are to male applicants only. The model consists

'of two equations, one for first-dm& (Mew") applicants, An , and one for

repeaters, A
r

. First-time applicants are primarily hird and fourth year college

students, or students'who haye just completed their,undergraduate education,

and an.important determinant of the number of applicants is expected ticbe the

number of persons Th this grouvoi "applicant pool"*.

.1

measure the size of this pool wet use the number of,meh.graddating from
, 4 t

. college in the year prier to the year'for- which application is being made, C.

Hence the pool for app4cants 4ishing to..enter in the fall of 1974 (or academic
4

year 1975) is measiired by the number of men graduating from college in the
4.

spring of the same year. ) 1
.

.

.

,A An individUal in the pool is assumed to apply if the individual's

expected utility from apOlication exceeds the utility from pursuing the best
I.

0
alternative career, where the only uncertainty about the outcome of the decision

* Of first-time applicants applyingloi admission in 1976, 54,8 percent were

in their last undergraduate year,., 4.6 percent were in.their next to last

year and 8.5 percent had been out of college for one year (A.A.M.C. 1976,

9. 880).



is whether or not the individual will,be admitted to medical school; Let

U(z) be the individual's utility function satisfying the axioms of Von Neumann

and Morgenstein (1947), where z is a vector of career characteristics, and let

P bethe probability (as perceived by the student) of being admitted to medical

school. The student Will choose to apply ifff

(1) P . U(zm) 4- (1 - P) U(zc) > U(!e)
's

:where z 'is the vector of characteristics associated with successful pursuit-m

of a medical career, is the vector associated with a conditional alternative
A

career if the student a$Olies and is not admitted and z is the vector-Osociated
-a

with the best alternative career.* ) Both z and z will include characteristics-m -c

of premedical education while lc and may actually refer to the same career,

although the characteristicswill depend on whether the career is pursued

initially or after failure to get into medical school.

It is assumed that U(z ) > U(z ) and U(z ) > U(z ): All students can

achieve as 'much, utility from a career pursued initially as from the same

cireer pursued after failure to get into medical school. Further, all students'

are assumed to prefer application followed by admrfssion over application

--- followed by rejectioh. Hence the students will apply iff.

(2) P > [U(1a) -^1.1(3..e)XU(?_111) -

.40

For a given aPplicant pool, this model implies that more applicants will

apply if: 1) thetis an increase in the attractiveness of a career.as a

physician; 2) there is a decline in the attractiveness of alternative careers;

* A similar application of this Criterion may be found in Comay, Melnik

and Pollatschek (1977).
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3) there is.an increase in the attractiveness of conditional alternative careers;

and 4) there is an increase in the probability of acceptance*:. Nbte.that an

increase in the attractiveness of an alternative career which is also &con-
s.

4

ditional alternative will have opposing effects on ,the number of applicants:

the customary, negative "opportunity cost" effect and the positiie conditiona

alternative effect.

. .

In .the econometric model:the proportion of the\college applicant pool

choosing to apply is determined linearly by a vector of predetermined variables,

'4 4

x, which are presumed to affect student perceptionsof admission pr:Obabilities

and career attractiOvness.

where a
c

denotes the proportion o'f college graduates applying and B is a

* To verify the first three statements, let P* stand for 4the r.ight-hand-side

of.(2$7 Increases in P* will reduce the number of applicants. Partial

of P* with respect to utility from each of the three careers are:

DP*/aU(zill) = [U() - U(lei]l[U(zm) U(tt)]2 < 0

aP*/aU(_?a) = 1/[U(_?m) 6(zc)3 0

JP*/aU(k) =-14Ka) U(Zm)]i[U(..) -

The laSt derivative is negative for all those who would consider applicaiion

:4
for some value of P (i.e.:those with qz_171) > U(z )); an increase in U(k)e
will not affect the decision of those students for whom U(z ) <m e

_1(
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parameter vector.* A time subscript is implicit for ac and x. The first

element of x in every year is unity. Remaining variables in x are defined

in detail in Table 2.

An increase In acceptance rates simuld increase the proportion'of c011ege

graduates applying in the near future if students perceive their own chances

of admission being thcreased. From 1951 to I976-the acceptanCe rate for men/

has varied considerably, being as low as .33 in 1951 and .34 in 1975 and as
#

high as .60 in 1961-62. Hence if low acceptance rates do discourage applicants

it Should be possible to Measure this effect in this period.

An increase in resident income relative to that of male college graduates

in the same age group should encourage More applicants. There was a sharp

increase in the resident income variable in the late 1960's -- from .44 in

1964 to .80 in 1971. This increase may explain part of.the growth& applicants*

in this period.

Higher medical school tuitions are expected to darcourage applicants.

Measured in 1967 dollars, mean tuition has increased from $790 in 1956 (the

first+year for which consistent data are available) to $1,483 in 1973. Although

nearly.doubling, tuit4on remained small relative to the opportunity costs

* Explicit derivation of an expression for ac as a function of x from the

individual model is provided 'in Stapleton (1978, Chapter 4). A nonlinear

empirical specification for ac is also considered, but results do not

differ in a fundamental way from the liinear results presentgd here.

12
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'TABLE 2

PREDETERMkNEb VARIABLES*

acceptance r4e

resident tncome

tuition

loaft index

DefinitiotY

acceptel male applicants divided by total
.male applicants

-

mean first-year resident (i.e., intern)
salaries relative to mean income of male
college.graduates, age 254- 34

Wition revenue per ,student (in thousands)**

maximum federally supported loans available
to medical..students (in thousands)**

Ph. D. :fellowshtps proportion of all gradtate students receiving
federal fellowships and traineeships

Ph. D.'unemployment unemployment-rate of 'new biospience Ph. D.'s

* Sources of data as well as interpolation and adjustment methods are
given in the appendix.

----I "'Deflated by the 1967 Consumer Price Index.

,

4



'and income benefits of a medical career. It als6 appea.rs to be highly

. Correlated with a variable that has been omitted for lack of data: tuition

at graduate schools.* It .is therefore unlikely that it will capture any

effect of high,f tuition on thelnumber of applicants. Nevertheless tt is

included as the obvious price variable in this market and because it is'an

0

mp

important policy instrument.

^

The loan maximum index is intended to measure the availabilitysf loans

to medical students from the federal government. A main reason for its.

inclusion is that capital markets for educational loans in general are

thought to be imperfect because students can't offer their futulti"human

4apital" as'collateral. One mighi think that this would not be a problem

for medical students who have a very high probability of becoming doctors

and seem un.likely to default.** Neverfhaiess few medical students.receive

* Medical and graduate school tuitidn for selected years are compared in

Stapleton (19748, p. 45). Tuition ratios at public and private schools ;

remained fairly constant In th eight Years from 1963 to 1975 for which

werelavailable; medica. tuition waS roughly 60% higher thavradua e

tuition at public scho9ls and 20 percent higher at private schools.

** Hi4torically attrition rates at medical schools have been under 10%

(Johnson Ind Hutchins, 1966,.p. 1116).

1 4



private bank loans an these are usually for sniall,amounts,* If the market
-

-for student loans is imperfect, an increase in loan availability.should

encourage applicants. Further, even if-capital ma'rket imperfections are not

substantial, government loans offer more favorable term§ than could Igle

'expected in th.e private sector, again making medical educatiOn more attractive

Before 1959 the indexis zero, increasing to 4,700 fin 1967 dollars) in 977.

with major increases occurring\in the early 1960's.

The Ph.D. uneniployment and fellowship variables Are intended aS measures

of the attractiveness of the alternatiVe careers most often considered by

potential applicants. Many potential applicants consider professional careers

in the sciences (particularly biomedical sciences) as an alternative to

becoming a physician. Some of these may actually chooseia Acience career

in preference to medicine while others nia, view science as a conditional

40

* In 1975,'four percent of students received bank loans (excluding those

with government guarantees)With an average value of $2,095; in 1968,

nine percent received loans with an average value of $1,400 (U.S. Public

Health Service, 1974 and 1975). ,

. -
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alternative if.they are unable to get into medical sc ol.* The attractive-
,

ness of a science career martherefore.have both an opportunity cost and a

conditional alternative effect on the number of applicants. I-34h of these
Am

opposing effects may be important: Medical Ieducators in the early 1960's

believed that graduate Science programs were attracting many potential medical

school applicants: (see the A.A.M.C. Applicant Studies in these years): On

the other hand, Freeman' (1977) found that the number of rejected-medical

school applicants is an important determinant of the numberof enrollments in

.Ph.D. Biological Science programs.

While the fellowship variable includes federal fellowships to all pp:D.

. students, by far the-largest share of these were recei4ed by scierice students.

A negative coefficient indicates that th4 opportunity cost effect dominates

the conditional alternative effect. The unemployment vardable is specifically

for biological.scientists and a positive,coefficient indicates that the

opportunity cost effect dominates the conditional alternative effect. Both

es A*.
The conclusion that.biological science is the most important alternative

is based on an analysts of two large surveys of college students in whith

students considering be ming doctors at some point in their college

career are identified. The rst survey was conducted by the National

Opinion Research Center in 1961 and is described in Davis (1965). The

second was conducted by the American Council of Education in 1966, with 1970

and 1971 follow-ups, and is described in El-Khawas and BiSconti (1974). Two

studies of unsuccessful applicants indicate that the careers most frequently

actudlly pursued by unsuccessful applicants are fin the sciences (Becker,

Kalatsky and Seidel, 1973, and Levine, Weisman, Sack and Morlock, 1974). qh
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variables indicate major increases in the attractiveness'of science careers

in the* post-Sputnik years.and declines in the late 1960's. A negative
.

coefficient.on the fellowship yariable and a positive coefficient on the employ-

ment variable would confirm the fears of medical educators during the peripd.

, In determiNing the,lag-lengfh foe each variable a two,vear decision-lag

was ftrst assumed. Since applicants must complete studies in specific subjects

requiring approximately two years of course work, one would expect most decisions

to be made at least two years before planned entry into medical sc ool. Several

studies of medical Students'confirm.that most.made the decision their'first

or second undergraduate years, if not earlier'(Thielens, 1957; Rogoff, 1957;

asnd Becker, et. al., 1961). Information lags were also taken into consideration

in determining lag-lengths. Published data for some variables are moee current'r--

- than for others and some data are readily accessible to medical students while

other data are not.
1

, Many models with different lag-lengthsland some with additional yariables)

were estimated beiides the one reported here. This was done to check for robust-

ness of retults with respect to small changes in lag-length. In gendral results

were disturbingly unrobust, as will be discussed further below. The specifi-

-cation presented here was chosen because, of all specifications estimated, it

best conformed with our expec.tations. Of course this procedure 1nvalida"6"; the

owe of t-statistics in testing hypotheses about population Coefficients.

First-time applicants from the college graudate pool are given by the

product of a
c (the proportion of,the pool which applies) and C lthe size of

17
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the noir. Of course not all first-timg\oplitanit come,from the college

graduate pool. In 1975, for instance, 32 percent of first-time applicants

had been out of college for more than one year at the time they applied

(A.A.M.C., 1976, p. 880) Presumably, many of these.are graduate students in

the sciences who are discouraged by poor job prospects. Att mpts at Measuring

this pool and including this pool explicitly in the first-ti equation 'were

unsucQessful.. In re'cognition of thi§ unmeasured pool we inc ude a constant in

the first-time applicant equation.; hence first-time applican s are determfned.

by the sum of the constant, ao, the term for first-time appl cants froM the

college graduate pool, acC, and a disturbance, En:

n
n n

(2)1 A = a0+acC+ e = a
0
+ 0-xC + E

The/disturbance term ii assumed to be distributed-independen ly of C and x

2
with zero mean and constant-variance, a

n
.

Repeat applicants come from the pool of previously uns ccessful applicaal.

As a Aeasure of this popl we use the numeç of unsuccessful applicants in the

previous year, U, under the assumption tht Most unsuccessful applicants reapply

in,the next year if at all. ft is assumedthit a constant proportion of unsuccess-

ful applicants reapply. No Lnstant term it incl,uded in the repeat equation since

all repeaters by clef-1.0;1p are from the, unsuccessful applicant pool:

(3) Ar = a U +

where a
u

is the reportion of unsuccessful applicants reapplixing. The disturbance,,

El;', is assumed 0 be distributed independently of U, x anet, with zero, mean

and cOnstarit variance a2. Also En is assumed to be independent of U and to have

constant covariance with Er, a'
nr



For 13 years data%n fi.rst-time and repeat applicants are available so

that, for theie years, Vie equations could be estimated straightforwardly.

However, since there are 8 parameters in the first-time equation, this would ,

t
leave just 51egreesof freedom for that equation. In fact, the situation is

.

even worse since for the first 7 of these years, 1952 - 58, data for several of

the'predetermined variables in x are not available (after taking into account
AC

the lag-lengths). Hence only 6 observations are left for the first-time

equation. In Order to have enou information to estimate the model, the

total app.licant data for 1962 - 73 must be empioyed. Specification of a total

applicant equation'is strafghtforward Since the sum of first-time and repeat

applicants yields total applicants, A:
1

(4) A= An +'Ar =a
0
+eC+aU+ en + er

c

= ao + + auU +
.

where E =-En Er.

Since given any two of equations 2, 3-and 4, the third is redundant, for

estimation purposes' we can ignore any one of the three in years where'data on

An and Ar.at^seavailabie. For convenience We omit the.first-time equation,

equation 2,in these years. Hence the total applicant equation is to be,

estimated for the 18 years 1959 76 and the repeat equation is to be estimated

for the 13 years 1952 - 61 and 1974 -76. ,They are first estimated seilarately

*,N by leAst squares and then jointly using Zellner's "seemingly unrelated

regressionetechnique Modifications similar to thoNe discussed by Schmidt

(1977) are necessary in the latter procedure since the sample periods fOr the

19
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two equations do not coincide.*

3. Results
.

The model is firstestimated under the assumption that the proportion of

college graduates applying, ac, i fixed, rNher than varying with x. Results

are presented in Table 3. Results in lines 1 and 2 of the table are for the

total applfcant eguation'estimated by itself. In line 1 the coeffipients of

C and U imply that 3 percent of colleije graduate§ apply and that 68 percent

of unsuccessful applicants will reapp1y0 Both coefficients are significantly

di4erent.from zero at conventional confidence Jevels. In line 2 unsuccessful

4-

* Our procedure differs from Schmidt's only in the method used to constructthe

block diagorial variance-cOvariance matrix of the disturbances. This was

done a4,follows°: First the residuals from the separate regressions were used-to

2estimate the varthnce of E, a
2

, and of
r
, a

r
in the conventional way.' The

2
drtimate of 0

r-was used for.the block corresponding to the years 1952 - 58,

fot which only the repdat equation is estimated; and the estimate of a
2
was

used for.the block corresponding to 1962 - 73; when only the total equatiOn is

estimated. For the third blocks corre5ponding to 1959 - 61 and,1974 - 76,

when both equations are estimatOW, different estimates of a
2
and a

2
were used.

/These, ,as well as an estimate of the to9drierasOri-dhaEr,
ar were

constru4ed using the.6 residuals for these years from the two separate

regressions. This procedure ensured at this block of the matrix was positive

definite while using as much Worm tion as possible in tte other blocks.

-Fortunately differences in the two sets of estimates were Minor. Interestingly,

Schmidt finds that statistical properties of parameter'estiMAes in small samples

pre reasonably invariant to the choice of the four procedures for estimation

of variances and covariances 'he considers.
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4 TABLE 3

RESULTS WITH THE COLLEGE GRADUATE COEFFICIENT MED

oependent

Variable

, Predetermined Variables

1

College Unsuccessful
Constant 2graduates (-1) applicants (-1 R

Total

ApplicantS

Total
--Applicants

3. Repeat
4pplicants

Repeat!
APplicants

Total

Applicants

-. Repeat
.4plicants

Total
Applicants

8. kepeat
Applicants

2622

(2.3) ,

-48

(0:0)

54.1

(.7)

1812

(.k2)

1651

(1.9)

.1030

(4.7)

.057

(14.7)
k

.680
,- (4.8)

.970. ,

.924

.426 . 1997
(137)

.422 .997

(63.8)

* .038 .485

(4.8)

.431

(71)-

.
"040. ,428
(16.2)' (128)-

.428

(128)

t..

'Absolute t-statistics are in parentheses,

21
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applicants are omitted, resulting in a near doubfing of the college graduate

coefficient. The implications of this result will be discussed.in the next

section.

Single equation estimates of the repeat equation are given in lines 3

and 4. In line 3, the coefficient of U implies that 42.6 percent of unsuccessful

applicants reapply: the conventionally constructed .05 confidence interval for.,

a
n

is very narrow -- from .420 to .432.,,This is 'not surprising since in the

13 years for which data are available the sma4lest ratio of A r to U is .406
.

(in 1959) and the largest ti .471 (in 1953). Further no trends iriythe ratio
w

are observed. In line 4 a constant is included and its small value and

t-statistic indicate that the omission of a constant is appropriate. The

excellent fit of the repeat equation to the data 'suggests that this simple

, model adequately captures one of the effects of rationing on applicants.

In lines 5 through 8 results from joint estimation orthe applicant

and repeat equAtions are presented. FOr lines 5 and 6, the coefficients of

U in the two equations were allowed to differ, although according to our model

they should be the equal. In comparing line 5 to line f an interesting result

emerges:' Thetle is am 85 percent increase in the t-statistic for the coeffici nt

of C, due in part 6' a 27 perdent increase in the value of the coeffietrd

in part to a. 31 pertent reduction in the standard error. While joint estimation

is expected to redue standard errors, the I-eduction here is.surprisingly large.

The apparent explanation is that.implicitly the six years of first-time

applicant data are now being used. That is the results are identical to
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th se that would pe obtained from an estimation procedure in which the total

equat n was replaced by the first-time equation in the.six years for which

*first-t me data could be used.* *On the other,hand, the first-time data-were

ignored in estimating the equations separately. The result suggests that

availabtlity of first-time data for all years would allow substantially bettex

inferences about the behaviour of first-time applicants.

The difference between the coefficients of U in the two equations is .054

and.the t-sqtistic for this difference is only .6, leading us to accept the

hypothesis that the population coefficients in the two equations are the same.,

-.While this hypothesis may appear unimportant, its validity implies that

ignoring other_determinants of rqpeaters.will not bias the coeffictent of C In

the applicant equation.** Put another way, inclusion of U in,the applitant

equat4on apequately.controls for all factOrs affecting repeat applicants.

The above test indicates 6i#t this is the caSe.

When the restriction is imliosed in lines 7 and 8 there is a furtheii large

increase in the t-statistic for the coefficient of C, primarily due to an

* To obtain identical results estimates of a
2

'

a and
2

in the six-year block
n nr

'must satisfy certain "singularity" requirbments in relation to the ktimated

2
values of a

2
, a, and a r

.

used in the origin41 procedure.

These require that the same estimate of a
2
be used-and, denoting parameter

, .
r

.

A A
estimates with "hats", that a

2
= a

n

?
4- cr

r
+ 2a

rn
and a

r.
. a

nr
+ a

r'

** See Stapleton (1978, 197 - 99) for a proof.
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additional: 43 percent d'rop in its standard error. Overall there is a 61 percent

drop in the standard error of the coefficient of C from line 1 to line 7. It

is cledr that incorporation of the first-time and.repeat data provides substantial

information about applicant behavior.

Results from estimation of the full model -- with the coefficient of C

being determined by x are presented in Table 4. Each line of the tabte

represents a.different set of 14esults; in the first nine columns are parameter

. estimates for the applicant equation and the last number fs the estimate of

the 'single parameter in the repeat equdtion. Estimates of the elements of 0

arvAn columns 2 through-9 (note that 'each element of 0-is a-coefficient Of

- .the product of 'C and one of the peedetermined variables, including unity in'

column 2).

Results in'line 1 are from separate estimalion of the applicant and repeat

equations.* In line 2 etsults are from.joint estimation but without the

restriction on the coefficient of U. The restriction is imposed it.C)ine 3.

Comparisons across the three sets of estimates are similar to comparisons made

when the coefficient of C was fixed, althoughless striking. Joint estimation

-yields general reductions in standard errors and imposition of the restriction

leads to further reductions. The restrictions again can not be rejected; in
ea.

fact, the unrestricted coefficients of U in line 2 are'almost equal. The

remainder of the discussion wi\l refer to the results in line 3.

* The repeat.equation coefficient is the same as that reported in line 3

of Table 2.



REMT:- WITH THE COLLEGE GRADUATE COEFFICIENT VARYING

Predetermined Variables

college gr:iduAes (-1) times:
Unsuccessful

Specification constant constant

accept-
ance

rate(-2)
resident
income(..3) tuition(-3)

loan

ifided71)

Ph. D.c

fellow- -
ships(-3)

Ph.D. un-

employ
ment(-3)

alooplicant$(7)

-applicant repeat
equation equation

1. Equation-by- 7500 -.044 .097 .10 -.023 .0012 -.019 -.13 .523 .426estimates (1.5) (1.4) ..(4.0) (2.2) (1.2) -`(l.3) (0.1) (1.5) (2.7) (137)

1 .

.2. Joint estimates, 7862 -.041 .095 .10
,

.025 .0015 -.020 -.11 .428 .426unrestricted (1.6) (1.4) (3.8) (2.5) (1.5) (1.9) (0.2) G. (1.4) (5.9) - (127)

3.J int estimates; 7811 -.041 .095 .10 -.025 .0015 -.020 -.11 .426 .426stricted (1.7) (1.5) (4.4) (2.6) (1.6) (2.0) (0.2) (1.5) (133) (133)

Absolute t-statistics are in parentheses.
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Of the coefficients of the variables in x, three are.signifiantly

different frOm zero if tile t-statistics are interpreted in the conventional

way. However, as mentioned preViously, this interpretation is inappropriate

because of the sequential estimation procedure used to arrive at the finar

specification. The robustness of.each coefficient with respea to minor

specification changes must also be considered.

. . _

The4Cceptance rate coefficjent is reasonably robust. In all specifications

in which this variable was included with a two year lag, the smallest co-

efficient was .066 'and the largest-was.15. The smallest t-statistic was 3.2.

ad

When either a'orieor two-year lag was used the coefficient was still positive,

although smaller and with t-statisticsless than 2. One explahatibn of tt1-0 small

t-statistics at adjacent lags is this: Since the denominator of the acceptince

rate'is the number of applicants cycles in the apOlicant series are generated

(holding other variables constant). if the lagged acceptance rate does affect

applicants. Suppose that an increase in the acceptance rate does generate

more applicants, with a lag. This lowers the acceptance rate, subsequently

reducing applicants, again increasing the acceptance rate, etc. I a two-year

lag is appropriate, specification of a four-year lag would likely yield a

negative coefficient and specification of one or/three-year lags may yield

coefficients near zero of either.sign. Hence the result might be interpreted

as confirming that a two-year lag is appropriate.

The acceptance rate coefftcient is :095. This value implies a very

large effect of a change in the acceptance rate oh applicants. To illustrate,

4.
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a reductJon.of 100 in the number of places available in 1976 *would have

reduced the number of 1978 applicants by 145, other things constant.*

In the long run, after induced changes in the adceptance rate and the number

of repeaters had worked themselves out (holding other variables constant at

1976 values) applicantswould be reduced by 97 annually.** While long-run

if
responses of other variables have not been considerd, the.discouraging effpi

9f lowsacceptance rates appears tp be substantial. As further illustration,

the estimated coefficient implies that if the acceptance rate had remained

constant at the 1965 value of .471 rather than dropping to .345 by 1974,

there would have been 6,100 more first-time applicants in 1976 than there

actually were -- an increase of 27 percent.

The coefficient of resident income was usually, but not always, more'

than 2 s.tandard'errors greater than zero in specifiCation's where it appeared

* In 1976 theee were 31,659 male applicants, of whom 11,302 were successful.

A reduction of'100 places would have re4updithe acceptance rate from .357

to .354. There Were 508,424,male college graduates in 1975; in the

calculation this same figure was used for 1977.

** Using the 1976 values for the variables, the estimated applicant equation

reduces to A = 506 + 550,720,000[A
t 2

+ .426A
t - 1.

In the long-runt
equilibrium At = At = At 2 and the (locally stable)(solution is

31,283. Reducing the number of places by 100 and solving again yields

31,186.
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with a'three-year lag. The maximum value for this_coefficient in all models

estimated was .13 and the Minimum was .01. With a four yeer lag length the

coefficient wa smaller, but still positive, although with a two-year lag

length it became negative. At.either two or four-year lags the coefficient

was less than two 'standard errors awaY from zero. Hence the statistical

significance*of the result reported here is in doubt.

A priori it seems unlikely that the substantial increases in resident

salaries tn the late 1960's would not attract more applicants. The point

estilmate of the resident income coefficient, .10, implies that the increase

in relative income from 1964 to 1971 resulted in an increase in first-time

applicants of over 18,000. Hence this may be the primary cause of thecincrease

in applicants over this period.

Coefficients of the other variables In x were much lessrobust to
,

specification changes, often switching signs in response to changes in

specifications of lag-lengths of other variables. Therefore the coefficients

and associated t-statistics for the tuition varfable and loan'maximum index

should not be interpreted as demons.trating that higher tuition discourages

applicants and greater loan availabilit7 encourages applicantt. The tuition

result is perhaps not surprising, for reasons previously discussed. That

loan availability was not important is more surprising since the increase in

.the index was substantial during the sample period. While it may be that

the index is not an adequate measure ofkavailability, several attempts to

model the effect of loans with dummy variables yielded similar results.

29
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The coefficients of the Ph.D. fellOwship and unemployment variables were
_

usually less than two standard errors from zero and their signs varied from

one specification to another. In the results reported, the signs are con-.

tradictory:, The fellowship coefficient indicates that the attractiveness of

science fields discourages,applicants while the unemployment coefficient

, indicates the opposite.\ Si4ce'there was considerable variation in these

variables over the period, it must be concluded that the two effects of f

-science carier Attractiveness -- the opportunity cost effect and the con-

ditional alternative effect -- are small and/or nearly offsetting. Medical

educators' fears of competition frolh.D. science programs in the early

1960's appear to be unjustified.

4. Earlier Studies

The results reported on here indicate that important specification

errors are made in the models of Sloan, Esposito and Leffler. Similar errors

tax-arise in modelling aggregate demand for any type of higher education --

as well as demand in some other markets. These errors are discussed in the

fisrst part of this section. The section is toncluded wtth comments on the

model of Feldman and.Scheffler, which differs in a fundamental way from models

of the other three studies as well as from this one.

In Section 2 it was argued that the attractiveness'of the alternative

careers .cpuld have opposing effects on the number of applicants. If the

acceptance rate is. as important a determinant of applicants as our results

indicate, it seems likely.that the positive conditional alternative effect

is important for some careers. Sloan and Esposito view variables representing

30
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the attractiveness of several careers, including science careers, as opportunity

cost measures. Increases n their values are expected to.reduce applicants'

and the "conditional alternative" effect is ignored. Given this second

possible effect, Sloah's.marginally significant, rtegative coefficients for

these variables are less convincing evidence of (net) opportunityost
.

effects. Esposito's failure to find opportunity cost effects may be explained

by the modification of the theory.

Leffler constructs a physician profitability variable, v, which is a

measure of the present value of monetary costs ind benefits to studying
-

medicine and becoming a physician, calculated at the point of entrance into .

medical school. In his econometric models different variant§ of this

variable and thil size of the College graduate'pool determine the number

of applicants. Otir results indicate that if this approach is to be pursued,

a more apiwopriate profitability variable would be exOected profitability

at the time the decision is made .-- several years before entrance. Such a

variable would take into account the probability of acceptance and the

conditional alternative income stream as well as a basic alternative stream:

Leffler's probability variable could be Oewed as a component of the more

appropriate variable. It is difficult to predict how this modification would

affect the results,sbut since the acceptance rate appears to be so important

in our model, it is likely the effect would be substantial.

All.three authors ignore the existence of repeat applicants in their

models. Our results indicate that variation in repeaters accounts for a

good deal of the variation total applicants. Further,failing to control



for repeaters appearslikely to bias coefficient§ of other variables. In

line 2 of Table 3 the unaccepted,applicant variable is itted from the

total applicant equation, resulting in a near doublin-g of
.
P. .ciiefficent

, )

of college graduates. It is likely that omission of this variable or similar

controls will bias estimates of effects of* other variattles away from zero:

If an increase in a variable actua1l3;,does induce more applicants it will

also result in more unsuccessful appiicants, ceteris parebus, and therefore

more repeaters and total applicants in the subsequent year. This may also
P- 4

explain why Sloan's "partial adjustment" specification, with full effects

occurring on4y after several years, appears to be., -re appropriate than his

immediate adjustment specification.

All three studies attempt to explain variation in total Male and female

applicants combined. For movt of their estimated equations they choose as

their single applicant pool variable the number of male college graduates in

the previous year. This is the same pool qsed hers for.Mrstltime male

applicants. Ignoring the femilecollege graduate pool would probably be

Unimportantif the proportion of femaleapplicants was fairly constant and

small oier the sample period. The sample periods of Sloan and Esposito both

end in the mid-1960's and 4pp-only period they include where there was obvious

variation in the percentage of women applicants is the early postwar years,

wh, the percentage was unuSually low. In the years in their samples for

which data are available by sex the percentage of applicants who were

women did not exceed 10. On the other hand, Leffler'S sample ends in 1973,

including four years in which the number of women applicants Aos 'growing

32
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the attractiveness offleral careers, including science careers, as opportunity,

cost measures. Increases in their values are expected to reduce applicants

_and.the "conditional alternative" effect-is ignored. -Given this second

possible effect, Sloan's marginally significant, negative coefficients for

these variables are less convincing evidence of (net) opportunity cost

effects. Espo'sito's failure to find opportunity cost effects may be explained

by the modification of the theory.

Leffler constructs a physictan profitability variable, ir, which is a

measure of the present Value of monetary costs and benefits to studying

medicine and becoming a physician, calculated at the point of entrance into ,

medical school. In his econometric models different variants of this

variable and the size of the college graduate.pool determine the number

of applicants. Our results indicate that if this approach is to be pursued,

a more appropriate profitability variable would be expected profitability

at the time tHe decision is made .several years before entrance. Such a

variable would take into account the probability of acceptance and the

conditiolal alternative income stream as well as a basic alternative-stream.

-Leffler's probability variable could be viewed as a component of the more

appropriate variable. It is difficult to predict how this modification would

affect the results, but since the acceptance rate appears to be so important
4

in our model, it is likely the effect would be substantial.

All three authors ignore the existence of repeat applicants in their

1

i
models. Our results indicate that variation n repeaters accounts for a

good deal of the variation in total applicants. Further,failing to control
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. for repeaters appearslikely to bias coefficients of other variables. In

_ _ _ _ . Line 2 _of _Tabl e_ 3_ the' .unaccepted applicAnt _yariable _is nmi tted. _from_ _the

total applicant equa.tion, resulting in a near doubling of the coefficent

of college graduates. It is likely that omission of this variable or similar

controls will bias estimates of effects of.other variables away from zero:

If an increase in a variable actually does induce more applicants it will

also result in more unsuccessful applicants, ceteris parehus, and therefore

more repeaters and total applicants in the subsequent year. This may also

e*plaim'why Sloan's "partial adjustment" specificition, with full effects

occurrine on4y after several years, appears to be more appropriate than his

immediate adstment specification.

All three studiei attempt to explain variation in total male and female

appricants combined. 'For mosi of their estimated equations, they choose as

.their sinVe applicant pool variable the number of male college graduates in

the previous year. This is the same pool used here for first-time male

applicants. Ignoring ffie femalecollege graduate.poal would prObably be

unimportant if the proportion of femalapplicantsigas4fairly constant and

small over the sample peril. The °sample periods of Sloan and Esposito both

end in the mid-1960's and the only period they include where there was obvious

variation in the.pertentage of women applicants is the early postwar years,

when the percentage was unusually low. In the years in their samples for

which data are available by sex the percentage of applicants Who were

women did not exceed 10. On the other hand, Leffler's sample ends in 1973,

including four years in which the number of women applicants was growing



relatively rapidly (see Section-2) CeffTer-ekOlaiiictlie,Targe ince-eatb

Tn-thTs same pericid by lar:ge- increases in his profitability

variable. 'It is likely that this effect is overstated because of the unaccounted .

for increasesein the number of women applicants( as well as in the number of

repeaters).

Misspecification of repeat and women aptlicants may:be regarded as special

cases of a more general misspecification: misspecification\o( applicant poolt._

There are other examples as well. One is.failure to recognize the impact of.

World War II veterans on applicants in all three of the studies being discussed.

Two possible causes of the post-World War II swell aee: 1. GI bill benefitS made

medical"school exceptionally attractive and 2. veterans with medical'experience

in the war applied directly or after an exceptionally short yeriod of premedical

training. It is the latter effect which may be viewed as due to a change in

the applicant.pool. It may well be that failure to accotint for this effect

is the source of Sloan's major result: the very significant negative effect

of his net price variable on applicants. The price variable is tuition net

of major scholarships, which during this period included GI bill benefits.

(both tuition benefits and living stipends). These are so large that net

price is actually negative in 1947, 1948 and 1949; not until 1953 is it

larger than the largest prewar value (for 1929). In Sloan's regression this

variable accounts for most of the change in applicants in this period. If

the veteran effect is important, it is likely that his price coefficient

3
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greatly overstates the true effect of net price. Esposito includes separate

tuition variables. In.his results the GI bill variable appears

to be important but tuition is not, indicating that Sloan's result may be

due to the effect of the GI bill variable alone, which seems likely to be

a good proxy.for the veteran pool.

The last example of a misspecification of applicant pools is in the work
*

reported on here: failure to measure the pool from which first-tkme applicants

who have been out of college"for more than one year come. Over 32 percent

ofvfirst-time male applicants in 1976 had been out of college ftr more than

a year. It is likely that alarge number of these are students who are in

or have 4qmpleted science graduate programs and are discouraged by job

market conditions.in their fields.. Attempts to account for this sOurce of

aplicants were unsuccessful, If growth in applicants from this pool was

a major purce of growthAn the earty 1970's, it is likely that effects of

other variables which,graw rapidty in the same period are overstated. In

r-

particular this may be true of the resident salary variable.

Since variation in the size of major applicant pools is likely to be a

major source of variation in demand for any type of education, the specifi-

cation of applicant pools deserves considerable attention. Such attention

is conspicuously lacking in the higher education demand literature. 9sual1y

3c



only the most obvious pool is considered.* How major pools, are to be
I.

inbluded in the model also deserves careful consideration. The issue is ,

otie of functional form.- The-models estimated here-are-specified in-such

a way that the number of applicants from a pool is homogeneous of degree one

in the,size of the podl. For first-time applicants from the college 'graduate

pool this means that the effect on-applicants of a change in a predetermined

variable is proportional,to the size of the pool. Most of Sloan's specifi-

cations and all of Esposito's are linear in the pool variable, so that effects

of predetermined vailables are independent of pool size. Leffler's semi-

logarithmic specification implts that effects of his profitability variable

are proportional to the pumber of applicants and increase at an increasing

rate with increases in the applicant pool. Clearly the absolute effects of

predetermined variables should be related to pool size: more individual
4

decisions are affected by the change in a variable the larger.is the pool.

The proportional specification used here is appropriate if in different time'

7

* Campbell and Siegel (1967), Right (1975) and Freeman (197) all estimate

demand !Unctions for undergraduate education in which orly high school

graduates or the "college age" population are used 4s pool measures. A.

secondary pool,.new veterans, is considered by Galper 3nd Duir (1969) and

found to be important. Also demand functions for particular graduate

fields have been embodied in the "Cobweb" models of Freeman (1971, 1972,

1975, 1975a) and others. Typically, undergradupte degrees granted in a

particular field are the pools. Clearly ottr sources of applicants are

important; while measurement may be difficu t at.least careful considera-

tion should be given to potenOaleeffects of the omitted variable's.

37
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4

periods applicants in the same pool faced with the same information included

in the model (i.e., the variables in x) wouldcake the same decision (except,

perhaps,_for random, errors)1 this ts_discussed_further in__Stapleton 41_978, _

&rioter 6). While it may be that this assumption is violated, an alter-

native which would lead to a different specification is not obvious.*

.The model of Feldman and Scheffler (1978) has the apparently great

advantage of not requiring any specification of the applicant pool. They

take a strict human capital approach to the demand for higher educatl and

assume that competition for education in different fields equalizes expetted

rates of return across fields. For medical school, applicants, the expected

rate of return, E(RR) in their notation, is given by a rate of ripturn-cpl-

culated for succesful applicants, RR, times the acceptance rate, defined as

* In the higher education demand studies cited in the previous footnote,

proportional specificationsare used although justification is not given.

Also Freeman usually uses a loglinear specification, with the log of the

single applicant pool appearing on the ?Ight-hanckside of his equation.

If the coefficient of the log of the pool variable is' unity, the speci-

fication is homogeneous of degree one in the size of the pool. Usually

this constraint is imposed, although Freeman does not provide justification.

In the four cases we have discovered (Freeman, 1971, pp. .143 and 147)

where the restriction is not imposed the coefficient estimate variesifrom

1.0.to 1.5.and only in on se is it significantly different from unity

using the conventional test. This lends some support to the proportional

specification.
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the ratio of enrollments, ENROLL, to applicants, APP :

(5) E(A) = RR ENROLL/APP

This implies that a one percent increase in RR or ENROLL will lead to a one

percent increase in AO in order to maintain equality of expected rates of

return in all markets,*presuming expected rates of return in other markets

are unchanged. The obvious empirical specification arising from equation 5

is
co

(6) 242 APP zra. + B tn(NROLL) + y tn(RR) + 6 tn[E(W)].

With a = 0, 0 = y = -6 = 1. They present least squares estimates af this

equation, under the apparent assumption that E(RR) is constani over time

or varies independently, of ENROLL and RR.* Estimates of RR are obtained

6om Sloan (1968) for 7 years between 1956 and 1966 and they themselves

calculated a figure for 1970 following.Sloan's procedure. In the empirical

equations RR is lagged three years. Their estimates of B and 'IS are .922

and .822; with standard errors of .35 and .42, respectively; both are

insignificantly different from unity. ,The implied value for E(RR) is 2.2 percent,

compared.to estimates of RR ranging f4ii 13.5 to 22 O..

The choice of a three-year lag for RR appears tobe inconsistent with

the theoretical equilibration process being assumed. They choose a three-

year lag after lexperimentation with alternative lags and, justify it by the

decision lag previously mentioned here. If expected rates of return are

equilibrated across education fields, a three-year decision lag implies

that all potential applicants make individual decisions in such a way that

* Estimates for linear and semilogarithmic versions of the equation are also

presented. Results-are very siM4lar to those considered here.

S.
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/
.,the acceptance rate three years later will be just right to equalize expected

rates of return. This seems implausible. It may Well.be that in the long

run expected rates of return are approximately equalfzed, but the pparent

existence of a long decision lag suggests that this is a poor shor run

assumption. '

N.?

While this approach may have some merit, more consideration must be

given to the equilibrating process.- In this connection, the role of repeat
p

applicants !may be important since, for theisi, there may be nb Oecision.lag.
)

It

Interestingly the idea Viet the number of applicants ad

%
usts so that the accept-

ance rate obtains some equitibrium value has previously b n considered in
,.

..

the medicalieducation literature by Potthoff (1960), although no reason for-
equilibration is given.

..5.e ConcluOon

Is further study of the determinants of medical school applicants

warranted? Clearly impOrfant'questions are still_tR,be,a2swered, but is

there a iTasonable chance that further rpsearch will provide answers?

Given the,current

perhaps not warranted.

in different applicant

avasilability of data further tithe-series analysis is

The reiults here indicate the importance of variation

pools, yet measures of some pools are not'available.

"'Further it would.be desirable'to have the applicant data disaggregated into

applicants from reasonably homogeneous pools, as our experience with the

limited data'on'first-time and repeat applicants indicates. One waY to avoid

.these problems mak be incorporation of an equilibrating mechanism like that

4 0
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,

of Feldman and Saeffler (1978) but a more re sonable specification than

theirs is not obvious.

The lack of.robustness of results with respect to fairly minor changes

in specification is disturbing. Tills may in part be due to poor data on

the determinants of applicants. As discussed in the appendii, several of

these series reqiired interpolaticid for some Years and-others required

adjustments for definitional inconsis4ncies. Lack of robustness may also

be due to insufficient variation in:some determinants over the sample period,

although with the exception of the tuition variable this does not appear

to be the case. Perhaps the most serious problem is determination of apro-

priate lag-lengths. Since#grees of freedom are insufficient to allow

multiple lag-lengths hypotheses about effects of variables can not be

'tested unless lags can be specified a priori. This is-"a veny difficult task,

if not impossible..

Crosssectional studies may provide a reasonable alternative. Esposito

(1968) estimates applicant equations in which.the unit of observation is

the state. Unfortunately, he finds it difficult to interpret the results

because it is unclear what his variables measure. Pooling state data for

several years might alto be conAred. A problem is that a state may

not be a reasonable unit of analysis since, especially among private schools,

the-rejs conSiderable movement of applicants across state boundaries.

Further, the 'market for physicians is national in nature.

One might also examine determinahts of medical school applicants at
,
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the individual level as Miller and Radner (1975) have dope for undergraduate

education. Surveys of individual college students may provide appropriate'

data.* Unfortunately it maY be difficult to make reasonable inferences

about -effects of national medical.education policies from either state or

individual applicant studies. Nevertheless such studies may make a substan-

tial contribution to our general understanding of the demand for higher

education.

* See, for instance, the N.O.R.C. and A.C.E. studies discussed id"Davis (1965)

and El-Khawas and BisConti (1974), respectively.
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Apanci-DcL. Data Sources ancul A -ustment Methods

Male College Graduates: The source for original data is U.S. Office%

of Educatiom (1957-76).eFor 1966-75 the sertes'for bachelors degre6s

was used. This series was also available fgr 1961-65, but a definitional

change was made in 1966. Figures for these years were multiplied by the

ratio of new to old definition figures in 1966 (1.0388). Before 1961 the

series reported is for bachelor's plus first-professional degrees. This

series was deflated 6y the ratio of bachelors to bachelors plus first-

professional degrees'in 1961 (.9070).

Acceptance Aate: A.A.M.C. (1955-76).

Resident Income: For 1955-69, except 1960 arid 1962, mean intern salaries'

as reported in Medical Education were used for the numerator of this series;

figures for 1960 and 1962 were -obtained by linear fnterpolation. For 1974-76 fir

year resident salaries from the Council of Teaching Hospitals (1971-77) were used.

1970-73 both series were available; since discrepancies were minor, a simple

average was used. The Tenominator, mean income of male college graduates

age 25 - 34, is from U.S. Bureau of the Census (1958, 1960, .1961, 1964,

1967, 1967a, 1969, 1969a, 1970-71, 1973-76). Data for i955, 1957, 1959,

1960, 19t2 and 1965 are fitted values from a regression of the variable for

years in which data are available on mean starting salaries of college

graduates in engineering, general business, accounting and sales, reported

by Endicott (1975).

Tuition: Tuition revenue and the.number of medical students are reported

separately in Medical Education.

13
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Loan Index: The index was conitructed by summing the annual maximums

for all major national loan programs available to medical students in each

years. The programs and maximums used re: National Defense Educational.
,

Assistance, $1,1000 (1959-64); American Medical Association Educational

Research Foundation, $1,500 (1963-76); Health ProfesSions Educational

Assistance ACt, $2,000 (1965-66), $2,500 (1967-71), $3,500 0972-77);

Federal Guaranteed Student Loans, $1,500 (1967-72), $2,500 (1973-77). 41,

Ph.D. Fellowships: Figures foi. 1961-74 were compiled by Freeman aiid

Breneman (1974): For 1956-61 we were able to find data for three different

o/P

'fellowship programs: N tional Science Foundation, National Institute of

loilealth.and the Nati il Defense Educational Assistance Act. For 1961 the total 0,

these was 7,462, compared to a total of 11,591 for all programs (unfortunately

not listed) inclUded in the Freeman-Breneman variable. We therefore multiplied

the sum of the figures for the three.programs for 1956-60 by the rallo of the tw(

1961 figures, 1.55, before dividing by the number of graduate students.

Graduate studentadata are from U.S. Office of Education (1967a, 1974a).

Ph.D.-Unemployment is Freeman's (1977) SEEK variable. Freeman's series

begins in 1958, when the National Research Council surveys..cy which it is

based be9an. For 1956-57 fitted values from a regression of this variable

on the contemporaneous values of the other variables ir)/x were used. This .

a, is an ad hoc variation of Haitovsky's (1968) missing data method. /
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